
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

An action verb is usually followed by a direct object. A direct object is a noun or object pronoun 
that receives the action of the verb.

          Glaciers move heavy layers of ice over Earth. Glaciers move them.

               

                

A. Underline the action verb and Bold the direct object in each sentence.

1. Glaciers erode the base of mountains.  

2. A glacier carries rocks across Earth’s surface.  

3. Sometimes glaciers carve wide valleys from the land.  

4. In Norway glaciers create fjords.  

5. In oceans pieces of glacial ice form icebergs.  

6. Ships at sea sometimes hit them accidentally.  

7. An iceberg causes serious damage to a ship.  

8. Passengers photograph icebergs from a distance.

B. Underline the action verb in each sentence. Write your own direct object for each verb.

9. Rivers and lakes supply _________________________ for people.  

10. Fast flowing rivers carve _________________________ in the land.  

11. Rivers sometimes cause _________________________ in the spring.  

12. Engineers build _________________________ on some rivers
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An action verb is usually followed by a direct object. A direct object is a noun or object pronoun 
that receives the action of the verb.
          Glaciers move heavy layers of ice over Earth. Glaciers move them.

               
                

A. Underline the action verb and Bold the direct object in each sentence.

1. Glaciers erode the base of mountains.  

2. A glacier carries rocks across Earth’s surface.  

3. Sometimes glaciers carve wide valleys from the land.  

4. In Norway glaciers create fjords.  

5. In oceans pieces of glacial ice form icebergs.  

6. Ships at sea sometimes hit them accidentally.  

7. An iceberg causes serious damage to a ship.  

8. Passengers photograph icebergs from a distance.

B. Underline the action verb in each sentence. Write your own direct object for each verb.

9. Rivers and lakes supply            supply water         for people.  

10. Fast flowing rivers carve            carve paths          in the land.  

11. Rivers sometimes cause        cause floods         in the spring.  

12. Engineers build         build dams           on some rivers
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